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Because firms are likely to try to smooth
production relative to sales, current production decisions should depend in part upon
expected future sales. Unfortunately, the
one extensive empirical st,udy of this question, that of Be&y
[I], has failed to uncover any evidence of such dependence. The
data that Be&y
urxes are of questionable
reliability, however, and his negative results
may be due to the use of these data. For
four industries--Cigarettes,
Cigars, Tires,
and Cement-rather
good monthly data a-e
available on produot,ion and sales or inventor&, and the purpose of this study is to
see whether these data are capable of picking
up any effect of expectations of future sale8
on current production decisions.
The data are used to estimate three different production models: the Be&y model,
the Holt et al. model, and a lagged adjwtment model. In Section II the Holt et al.
and Belsley models are briefly describrxl and
the lagged adjust,ment model is developed.
Section III describes the expectational
hypotheses that have been used, and Section
IV discusses the data. The results of estimating the three models for the four industries a-e presented and evaluated in
Section V.

The Halt et al. Model
Let Y, denote the amount of output
produced during period t, & the amount
sold during period t, Va the st,ock of inventories on hand at the end of period t, M1_,
*I vi& to thank David Be&y for helpful
~ommenta on an earlier draft of this paper. I
would also like to thank 8 referee for helpful cornments.

the number of vorkers on hand at the end of
period t - 1, YP the amount, planned (at the
beginning of period t) to be produced during
period t, and S;+i the amount expected (at
the beginning of period t) to be sold during
period d + i.’ Holt et Q2.13)postulate various
quadratic cost functions for the firm, and on
the assumption that firms seek to minimize
the sum of expected future costs they arrive
at the following equation:*
(1)
+ 2

,M;+i.

Mb1 in equation (1) reflects the short-m
costs of changing the size of the work force,
and VG1 reflects inventory holding costs.
n in (1) is the length of the decision horizon.

Belsley’s model is similar to the Holt et al.
model. Belsley
also postulates
various
quadratic cost functions for the firm and
assumes that &ms seek to minimim the sum
of expected future costs. His equation is
similar to (l), with lagged output, Ytl,
‘In this section it will be assumed that each
period consi& of the same number of working
daya and that the daily rate of production and the
daily rate of s&s me constant within each period.
In the f&wing sections this asumption will hax
to be relaxed, but for now it avoids having to distinguish betmen rates of production or sales during the period and levels of production or sales
during the period.
‘The Holt et al. cost minimization procedure
also yields m equation determining the level of
the work force, but this is not of direct cmcern
here.
‘Be&y actually has two models, am concerned
with production-ta-stook decisions and one ooncerned with production-to-order
decisions. Since
none of the four industries examined in this study
produce to order, only Belsley’s production-tostock model is eonaidered here.
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If sales were expected to be constant. through
time, inventories would really not be needed
at all except for such things as insurance
against an unexpected increac;e in sales or
(2) breakdowm in production, nnd the desired
+ u,‘Vt_, +
BAY;+<.
stock of inventories could be t,aken to be
i-0
constant through time. v will be used to
YtL in equatiru (2) reflects the short-run
denote thi “long-run” or “average” desired
costs of changing t,he rate of production,
stock of inventories.’
and again Vt-1 reflect,s inventory holding
Since expected sales do fluctuate in the
costs.
short run, the short-run desired stock of
inventories is likely to fluctuate also. If
The Lagged Adjustment Model
sales are expected to increase over the next
The approach taken here in developing IL few periods, the short-run desired st,ock of
lagged
adjust~ment model of short-run
inventories is likely to be larger than P so
production decisions is similar to the apthat part of the increase in sales can come
proach takenin Fair [2] in developing a model
from drawing down inventories rather than
of short-run employment decisions. The
by increasing production to the full extent of
approach is to be distinguished from the the increase in sales; and if sales are expected
quadratic cost minimizing approach of
to decrease over the next few periods, the
Holt et al. and Belsley. The lagged adjustshort-run desired stock of inventories is
ment model is developed aa follows. The firm likely to be smaller than ?’ so that part of
ifi assumed to decide at the beginning of
the decrease in sales an come from building
period t how much t,o change the current rate up inventories rather than by decreasing
of production. The variables that the firm production to the full extent of the decrease
has knowledge of at this time are the current
in sales. The difference between the short-run
amount produced, Yt-1, and the stock of and long-run desired stock of inventories is
inventories on hand, V,_,
The firm is also thus assumed to be a function of expected
assumed to have form&&d
future sales future changes in sak&
expectations,
S:+i(i = 0, 1, 2, .t., n).
Ignoring YL_l for the moment, let VP
V,” - P = $I y&s:+i - 8%+x).
(4)
denot,e the short-run desired stock of invenEquation (4) can be solved for Vf and
tories for the end of period t (desired as of
the beginning of period t). Since VLl and substituted into (3) to eliminate VP from
(3). YAd can then be seen to be a function
S,” are given, once the value for VP k set,
the value for the desired amount produced i6
‘7 is likely to be related to some nverage expected level of sales of the firm, and in the empirialso set :
cal work below it is assumed to be a function of B
twenty-four
month moving avcri~ge of paat sales.
YP = SP + VP - VA_1.
(3)

replacing lagged employment
tion:

in the equa-

2

Y p is the desired amount produced during
period t ignoring Y,I
Equation
(3) can be
considered to be the ex ante equivalent to the
ex post identity, Y, = SI + Vt - Vi_I.
Since inventories can be used to meet part
of any expected increase in sales, firms can
by the accumulation and deoum&tion
of
inventories
smooth out fluctuations in
production relative to fluctuations in sales.

V. in other words, iE considered to be a function
of t,he average level of sales of t1iie past, tnw yearr,
but not of part,icular short-run monthly or quarterly fluctuations.
3Equat,ion
(4) is similar to equation
(6.9) in
p]. The dixussion
here of the determinants
of the
desired stock of inventories
closely parz&llels the
discussion in [Z, 117-118]. The basic difference between the work in [Z] and the work here is that, in
[2] Y NBB Rssumed to be approximat,cd by B constant and a time trend, whereas here 7 is aeanned
to be aproximated by 8. twenty-four
month moving
&“erage of past sales.

of the expect,ed fut,ure changes in sales.
Remember t,hat Yp is the desired amount
produced ignoring Ycl.
Since there are
likely to be short-run adjustment costs in
changing the rate of product,ion, only part of
any desired change in the rate of production
may be planned t,o be made during any one
period. A simple lagged adjustment process
for planned production is thus postulated:
rp

-

Yt_l = X(Y‘d -

Y&l).

(5)

Ysp denotes the amount planned to be produced for period t, the plans being made at
the beginning of period t. Equations (3), (4),
and (5) then imply that
yp

-

Y$_,= xv + Xsre - XYLl

-

xv,_1 +

(6)
g,

xYi(s:+i - S~+cd,

or

- XY,_l
- xvt_1
(7)

n-1

+ ,z

A(% -

+ x%x+,,

ri+&%+i

.

Equations (6) and (7) differ only in that (6)
is written in terms of expected sales changes
and (7) in terms of expected sales Lweels.
It should be noted that equat,ion (7)
diiers from Belsley’s equation (2) in only
two basic respects. First, equation (7)
includes the long-run desired stock of
inventory term, xi’, which equation (2) does
not. Secondly, equa,tion (7) includes restrictions on the co&cient of St*, which equation
(2) does not. The coefficient of S’P, after it is
added to Xy, (which can be identified from
the last n terms in (7)), should be equal in
absolute value t,o the eoef%cient of Y&l!
BEquation (7) also includes t,herestriction that
the coe5ieient of Y,., is the same as the coefficient
of V+., EM&y [I] has pointed out, however, that
since V+x is a stock a,nd Y1.x is B flow, the 0x5cient estimate of V,.% is sensitive to t,he t,ime period imposed on the model by the data. Unlessthe
relevant decision period corresponds to the period

The restriction can be easily tested by est,imat.ing the equation
Y*” -

Y&l = xv + X(S,O -

Y,Ll)

+ host* + hV’l-1
+

2 xy&s:+i

(8)

- SL-I)

and noting whether t,he estinute of X0 is
significantly different from zem. If the e&imate is not significantly different from zero,
the restriction is confirmed; ot,herwisiset,he
evidence indicates that the lagged adjustment model is too restrictive.
Note also from equat,ions (6) and (7) that
expected future sales appear to enter the
equation of the lagged adjustment model
naturally as changes instead of levels. The
fact that St* also enters separately in the
equation, however, implies that (aside from
the restriction between the coefficients of
Sre and Ytl discussed above) it. makes no
diierenee whether the equat,ion is estimated
using the levels or changes of expected sales:
the estimated coefficienta of one equation
can always be unscrambled (or scrambled)
to get the coefficients of the other. This does
not mean, however, that equation (4) for
desired inventories can be expressed in t,erms
of the levels of expected sales wit,hout restrict,ions being placed on the level coefficients.
In other words, it is not an arbit,rary decision
whether equation (4) for desired inventories
is expressed in terms of expected sales levels
or changes. Given that, the long-run desired
level of inventories, V, is a function of some
average level of sales, it does appear that the
difference between the short-run and longrun desired stock of inventories in (4) should
be a function of expected increases or decrazses in sales and not merely of expected
levels. If, for example, sales were expected
to remain constant. the difference between
the short,-run and l&g-run desired st,ock of
imposed by the data, the coefficient estimate of
V,.> need not correspond to any ZLpriori restriction. Became of this, no possible restriction on the
wefficient of VC.I NW considered in the work bc1OTV.

inventories should be zero, as is implied by
(4).
It should finally be observed how the
lagged adjustment model here compares
wit,h the stock adjustment inventory model
that is common to most macro-economic
studies of inventory investment. From an
equation like (3), the planned stock of
inventories for the end of period t (denoted
*e V,“) is equal to rp - s*e + V&l. Combining this equation with equations (3) and
(5) yields the following equation for planned
inventory investment:

+ (1 - V(YLI

- St’).

(9)

Aside from the Yt-l - SIS term (which, of
course, should not be ignored), equation (9)
is the same as the standard stock adjustment
inventory model. In most models, VP is
assumed to be .Sfunction of only the current
level of sales, and what equation (4) and the
above discussion suggest is that this specification is likely to be too simple in a study of
short-run inventory investment.

The second
(non-perfect)
hypothesis is that

i-l,2

expectational

)...)

%.

(12)

What (12) says is that sales in month t + i
are expected to be what they were in the
same month of the preceding year plus a
factor (messwed as St_1 - S,-la) to take
into account whether sales have been rising
or falling in the current year relative t,o the
preceding year. The +i coefficients may conceivably be different, for different, i, since as
the sales to be predicted move i&o the
future, t,he firm may put, less reliance on
immediate past behavior.
Given data on YI , S, , and V1, an quation like (8) can be estimated under each of
the two expectational hypotheses. Under the
perfect expectational hypothesis the actual
values of the 8-6 are used in (S), and under
the non-perfect exp&ational
hypot,hesis
the expectational part of (8) becomes (for
n = 3):

5 xYi(s:+i -

s;+u)

i=1

The variables YP ad Sl+i (i = 0, 1, 2,
, n) in the equations above are not
directly observed, and in order to estimate
the equations some assumption has to be
made about how expectations are formed.,
It is first assumed that:
Y“

=

Yt,

Sr” = 81.

(lOa)
(lob)

It is assumed, in other words, that expeotations for one month ahead are perfect. For
the work in [2] on employment decisions,
this assumption appeared to be quite realist,ic.
With respect to the ~%+<(a= 1, 2,
., n),
aa in 131,two basic expectational hypotheses
are proposed. The first, hypothesis is that
expectations are perfect:
s:+i

=

St+<,

i =

1, Z,“.,n.

(11)

For the non-perfect expectat~ional hypothesis, if all of the $i coefficients we equal (to,
say +), then the coefficient’ of St_1 - St-l3
becomes X-&, and fi can be identified; otherwise the tici eoe&ienti cannot be identified.
I”. DATA CoNsLDElL4TIoNS
Belsley used Bureau of Census monthly
data on shipments and invent,ories at the
two-digit industry level to estimate his
equations. The basic disadvantage of the
Census data is that they are based ODdollar
values rather than physica, magnitudes. In
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addition, the data are based on sample
surveys, and for some of the industries the
coverage is fairly light. In the study of
employment decisions in [2], the Census
data were compared with the data that are
available from other sources, and the results
in general east doubt on the reliability of the
Census data.
There are four three-digit industries for
which fairly good data are available on a
monthly basis: the Cigaret,te industry, 211,
the Cigar industry, 212, the Tire indust,ry,
301, and the Cement industry, 324. From
the Internal Revenue Service, data on Yt
and S, are available for the Cigarette and
Cigar industries; from the Rubber Manufacturers Association, data on Y, and 71
are available for the Tire industry; and from
the Bureau of Mines, d&a on Y, a,nd Vt are
available for the Cement industry. These
data are present,ed in [2], Tables A-2 through
A-5. From t,he definition, Y, - Sr + Vt VLl, given data on Yt and V,, data on Se
can be constructed; and given data on Yt
and St, data on Vr can be constructed
except for an arbitrary base period value.
In the previous sections it has been assumed that each period consists of the 8ame
number of working days and that the daily
rates of production and sales are constant
nithi
each period. This is, of coume, not
true for the monthly date, here, since not all
months have the same number of working
days and since there is no guarantee that the
daily rates of production and sales are constant throughout the month. The best t,hat
can be done is to convert Y t and St (which
are in units per month) to average daily
rates for the month by dividing them by the
number of working days in the month.
Values for the number of working days in
the mont,h were constructed from the FRB
assumptions of the number of working days
in the week for each industry. The procedure
by which t.his w&s done is discussed in the
data appendix in [2]. All of the flow variables
here were thus divided by the constructed
number of working days in the month. From
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Y,, St, S+i, etc. wiU denote
the average daily rates for the respective
months.
The data used here are seasonally unadjusted. Be&y presents results using both
seasonally adjusted and seasonally wadjusted data, but he prefers the seasonally
adjusted da@ arguing that “the theory . .
from which the production models are
derived does not attempt t,o account for
seasonal effects.“’ As mentioned above,
Belsley’s model is based on the minimization
of the sum of expected future Costa, and
con&q
to what he states, there appears to
be no reason \rhy Wese should be seasonally
adjusted costs as opposed to act,ual costs.
The costs of holding, say, a large stock of
inventories are real whether or not the large
sbock is due t,o seasonal or cyclical factors,
and likewise the cost of changing the rate of
production is real whether or not the need to
change is due t,o tleasonal or cyclical changes
in sales? In short, it is real costs that are at
issue and not in some sense seasonally adjusted costs. Belsley’s concentration on the
results achieved using seasonally adjusted
dat,a thw teems unwarranted.
The basic period of estimation was taken
to be 1952-1965 for t,he Cigarette and Cigar
industries, 1947-1965 for t,he Tie indu&ry,
and 1947-1964 for the Cement industry.
There were, however, a number of adjustm&s
made in these basic periods. The
adjustments are described in detail in [2],
Chapter 4.0 The actual periods of estimation
wed here are presented in the data appendix
in [2]. Because of the twenty-four month
moving average sales variable, the shorter
periods of estimation presented in [2] for the
now on, then,

‘Belsley [l, Section 5.1.31.
81m*ine * manager attempting to explain to
the stmkholders that. the company’s loss for the
year was not serious since it was due only to (recurrhg) seasonal factors.
BFor example, a number of observations far the
Cigarette, cigar, and Tire industries were omitted
from the periods of estimation because of vacation
shut downs that occurred. .4lso, for the Tire and
Cement industries, observations were omitted beo~use of strikes.
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Cigar and Tire industries w-we used here.
Also, t,he same (shorter) period of estimation
wa used for both the Cigarette and Cigar
industries.

There are t,wo sets of comparisons that
need to be made here: comparisons among
the Halt, et al. equation, Belsley’s equation,
and the equation of the lagged adjustment
model, and comparisons between the two
expectational hypotheses. Of major concern,
of course, is whether for any equation future
sales expeet,ations are significant in the
determination of the current change in
production. The results will be presented as
follows. First, estimates of the equation of
the lagged adjustment model will be pm.
sented under the two expectational hypotheses. Then, using the better expectational
hypothesis for each industry, estimates of
Belsley’s equation and of the Holt et al.
equation will be presented.
The results of estimating equation (8) of
the lagged adjustment model for each of the
four industries under both expectational
hypotheses are presented in Table I. For
each ,industry the expectational hypothesis
that gave the better results has been presented first. (For the non-perfect expectational hypothesis, the coefficient of SL1 Sl--13is denoted as 6.) In estimating equation
(8) under the better expectational hypothesis
for each industry, the expected future
change-in-sales variables were carried forward until they lost their significance.‘0
Also, a8 mentioned above, the long-run
desired stock of inventories, v, has been
assumed to be a function of a twenty-four
month moving average of past sales:”
.&~%
S,_;/23. For the Cigarette and Ciga
u1“Signifieanc~”here is interpreted rather loosely
to mean a t-statistic
of the coefficient
estimate
greater than two in absolute value. A variable is
said to be “significant” if its coefficient estimnte is
significant.
“In order to avoid the loss of too many observatians, the first twelve observstions
for V vere
assumed to be a fun&on
of R twelve-month
moving *verage of put sales.

industries a constant must. be included in
the equation because the constructed series
.on the stock of invent,ories is a~pproximated
only up to a constant amount. (See the
discussion at the beginning of Section IV.)
For the Tire and Cement industries there is
no eompelliog theoretical reason why a
con&a,& should be included in the equation,
but the estimates of t,he constant terms in
both equations did prove t,o be marginally
significant, and t’he constant wyasincluded in
the final equtions
estimated. The results
were only slightly dierent when the constant wvassuppressed.
Turning first to the expected future sales
variables (under t’he expectat,ional hypothesis t,ha,t gave the better resubs for each
industry) in Table I, none of them were
significzmt, for Cigar&es, three were significant for Cigars, four wre significant, for
Tires, and five were significant for Cement.
The Xy; estimates are in general highly
significant in Table I, and the overall results
strongly indicate that future sales expectations do have a significzmt effect on current
production decisions.
Comparing t,he two expectational hypotheses in Table I, for the Cement industry
both expectational hypotheses work almost
as ~ell.*~ There is little to choose between the
t,wo hypot,heses, although t,he fit under the
non-perfect
expectat~iona.1 hypothesis
is
slightly better. For the Cigar indust,ry the
result,8 under the perfect expectstional
hypothesis are somewhat, bet,&: the fit is
better and the Xy, coefficient &mates
are
more sigticant.
For the Tire indu&ry the
perfect espect~ational hypothesis is clearly
b&w. None of the Xy; e&imates are significant under t,he non-perfect expectational
hypothesis, and the fit is much worse. The
perfect, expectational hypothesis, in other
“Notice t,hat the estimate of the coefficient 6
of St., ~ SC.,, is not significant,, whiclr, under the
asnxnption
that zdl of t,ilc ** in equation (12) are
equal. implies Thei the rate of salrs in :t specific
future month is expected to he equal to +,hc rare
of s&a that prevailed during the anme month of
the preceding year. Expectaknv
in t,hk CBSB arc
static.

TABLE I
Pwameter estimstes for equation (8) of the lagged adjustment model under a) the expectations1
hypot,hesis that gave the better results for eraoh industry b) the sltemat,ive (and inferior) expeotationel hypothesis.

words, give-esgood resulta for all three industries, whereas t,he non-perfect ‘expectational
hypot,hesis gives good results only for Cemeat,, with somewhat poorer results for Cigars and considerably poorer results for
Tires. If one thus had to choose between the
two hypotheses, he would certainly pick the
perfect, expectational hypothesk as giving
the better results.‘a
The coefficient X0 of SP in Table I is
expected to be zero under the lagged adjustment model. The estimate of X0is not, significantly different from zero for the Cigarette,
Cigar, and Tire industries, but it, is significantly positive for the Cement industry.
The estimate of the coefficient of the twentyfour mont,h moving average sales variable is
positive, a8 expected, for the Cigarette and
lilSimilar to the work on emplogmcnt decisions
in [2, 81-M], B “weighted average” of the two expeetational hypotheses PVBSalso t,ricd in the estimation of the equations, but the results were dominated by the perfect expectational bypotbesis for
the Cigar and Tire industries and by the nanperfeet expectational hypothesis for the Cement industw.

Cigar industries, but it is not significant for
the Tire and Cement industries. The estimate of the coe5cient of I’_, is significant,ly
negative, as expected, for all four industries.
The speed of adjustment coefficient X varies
from 1.009 for the Cigar&e industry to
,486 for the Cement industry. The results of
e&mating
the lagged a,djustment model are
thus reasonably good. Only for the Cement
industry is the est~imate of X0 significantly
different from zero, and the inventory
variable is signifuxnt for all four industries.
One final note on the results in Table I.
The Durbii-Watson
&&ties
presented in
the table are biased toward t,wo because of
the existence of the lagged dependent
vwiable among t,he explana.tory variables.
The difficulty with t,rying to e&n&
the
first order serial correlation coefficient for
the Cigarette, Cigar, and Tire industries is
the large number of gaps in the sample
periods. Either a significant percentage of
the observations has to be omitted or the
sample has to be pieced together in the
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TABLE II
Parameter estimates for equation (2) of Belsley’s model under the expeetat,ianal hypothesis which
gave the better results for each industry.
YIP -

Y,_, = ao’ + (a,’ -

l)Yt*

+ a*rv,_* + *L.53,*+ 2 *L.‘(s:+, i-l

S&i-,)

TABLE III
Parameter esaimstes for equation (1) of the Holt et al. model under the expectational
that gave the better resulta for each industry.

manner done for the employment and hours
equatkns
in [Z, 174-1751. The Cement
industry appears to show the most serial
correlation in Table I, however, and since
there is only one gap in the period of estimation for this industry, the equation can be
re-estimated under the hypothesis that the
residuals, are &et order serially correlated,
with the loss of only two observations. The
results of estimating this equation under the
assumption of first order serial correlation

hypothesis

are present~ed in the last row of Table I.”
The e&mate of the iirst order serial correlation coefficient is fairly large at 340, and
some of the coefficient estimates have been
substantiaJly changed. The coefficient e&i“The equation ‘RIBS
estimated by the CockmeOrcut,t iterative technique. Under the assumption
of first order serially correlated wmm, the estimates are consistent, even thou& there is s. lagged
dependent variable among the regressors. See MaKninyd [4, 469fn.] for an outline of & pmof af
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, comes in more signi&
tory variable, V,
mate of VI_1 has changed from -.OO22 to
cant in Table I than in Table II. Otherwise,
-.0090, the coeffxient estimntc of St* there is little to choose bet,ween t,he results
Ytl from .486 to .664, and the coefficient
for the two models. The results do, of course,
estimate of the moving average sales variable
from -_0024 to .013X The coefficient esti- strongly indicate under either model that
mate of t,he moving average sales variable is future sales expectations are significant in
determining current production decisions.
now significant in the equation and the
coefiicicnt estimate of SIa has lost some of its Belsley’s negative results in t,his regard may
thus be due to the use of questionable data.
significance, both results being favorable for
t,he lagged adjustment model.
Turning finally t,o the Holt et al. model,
equation (1) are
The results of estimat,ing equation (2) of the results of e&bating
presented in Table III. Only the results of
Belsley’s model are presented in Table II.
the better expectational hypothesis for each
As R&S the case for the lagged adjustment
industry are presented in Table III. The
equation, in estimating Belsley’s equation
data on M,l used in estimating the equathe perfect expectational hypothesis gave
better results for the Cigar and Tire in- tions are Bureau of Labor Statistics data ou
the number of production wxkers employed
dust,ries and the non-perfect expectational
hypothesis gave slight,ly better results for the for each industry. The results in Table III
Cement industry. Only the better results are are clearly not very good. The sales expectapresented in TabIe II. Equation (2) was tions variables are still quite significant,
but Mt_1 is significant only for the Cement
estimated in the form presented at the top
industry and VI_1 is signiicant only for the
of Table II t,o m& the rermlts more readily
Cigar&e industry and for one of the two
comparable with the results in Table I.
estimates for the Cement industry. Also,
The results in Table II again indicate that,
even for the Cement industry, vhere MM
except for the Cigarette industry, future
is significant in Table III, X-1
lost its
sale expectations are highly significant in the
signicanee
when Yu was added to the
determination of current production changes.
equation. There is thus little evidence from
Comparing the other coeflicient estimates,
these results that, the current number of
the estimate of al’ for the Cigarette industry
workers on hand is a significant Eactor in
is clearly not signiftcantly different from zero,
production for the forthcoming
and the estimate of the coeflicient LYS’
of d&r&&g
period, and the overa, evidence indicates
V1_1 is not significant for the Cigar and Tire
industries. In t,he last row of Table II the that the Holt et al. model is not realistic. A
similur conclusion was reached in [2] with
results of estimating the equation for the
Cement industry under the assumption of respect to the Holt et al. employment model.
first order serial correlation of the error terms
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